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Cautionary and Warning Statements
• This equipment is designed and intended for educational purposes only. 
• Use only under the direct supervision of an adult who has read and 

understood the instructions provided in this user guide.
• Read warnings on packaging and in manual carefully.
• Be careful not to expose the detector and emitter modules to a static 

discharge as it can cause damage.

User Guide
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About the Win-Win Detector
For a simple but effective way to determine winners of races, this detector 
is flexible and easy to use to get accurate finish results.

The Win-Win Detector is perfect for any race where two vehicles on 
guidelines run on a two-lane racetrack, such as CO2 dragsters, AP Bottle 
Racers, balloon buggies, and propeller cars. With modifications, mousetrap 
vehicles and Pinewood derby cars can also use it.

Materials Included
• 1 detector module
• 2 emitter modules
• 3 – 9 V batteries

• 4 string anchors
• Monofilament line

Items Required (not included)
• Duct tape
• Vehicles to race

• Launchers for vehicles, if needed

Setting Up the Race
Note: When handling the detector and emitter modules, take care 
not to expose them to a static discharge as it can cause damage.

1. Set up the track according to the instructions for the vehicle being 
raced (and launcher if needed). Each lane’s emitter module can be 
placed up to three feet apart from the detector module, so you can 
give the racing lanes a good width if not constrained by your location. 

2. If using the string anchors, 
place them at both ends 
of the race lanes. Use the 
duct tape to secure them 
to the floor or racetrack 
surface (Figure 1). If using a 
launcher, the string anchors 
at the beginning of the 
track will need to be behind 
the launcher and the line 
will run underneath it. 

 
Figure 1
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When placing the string anchors at the Finish end, be sure to place 
them two to three feet past the Finish line. 

3. Find the monofilament line. On one end, double the line eight to 12 
inches and tie a loop in it. 

4.   Place the loop over one of the posts on the string anchors at the end 
of the Start line (Figure 1 on the previous page). Stretch the line down 
the lane to the Finish line string anchors and cut it two feet short of 
reaching the anchor post. Note: This is for an 80-foot track, which is 
standard for CO2 dragsters. Cut the line closer to the anchor post if 
using a shorter track.

5. Tie another two-inch loop at the end of the line. Stretch the line until 
you can loop the end over the Finish end post. The line should be very 
taut. If it is not, shorten the line and retie it. Repeat Steps 3-5 for the 
other lane. 

6.  Connect the batteries to the 
modules (Figure 2). The batteries 
will act like stands to keep the 
modules in a vertical position.

7. Place the detector module 
between the two lanes with the 
LED bulbs facing the front of the 
track. It should line up with the 
Finish line. Turn on the switch.

8.  Place the emitter modules on either side of the detector module 
but on the outside of the racing lanes (Figure 3). Point the LED bulbs 
toward the detector in the middle. Turn on the switches and line up 
the emitters so the detector’s red lights go off (the red lights can mean 
the emitters are not aligned or that the batteries need replacing). 

Figure 3

Figure 2
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9.  At race time, detach 
the monofilament 
lines from the Start 
section post, thread 
the vehicles onto 
them, and then loop 
the lines back over 
the posts (Figure 4). 
This will prevent the 
cars from flying off 
the track.

10. Launch or race 
the vehicles as required. 
The winning vehicle will 
be indicated by a green 
blinking light, which will 
blink 10 times and then go 
out (Figure 5). In the case of 
a tie, both green lights will 
blink. The Win-Win Detector 
will automatically reset for 
the next race.

11. When finished racing, be 
sure to turn off the detector 
and emitter module 
switches. If you remove the 
batteries from the modules, 
be sure to put the battery 
caps back on so the batteries don’t short out.

Figure 4

Winning 
lane’s green 
light will blink

Figure 5
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